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12 Wordpress Christmas Niche Themes There are a total of 12 themes that come in a choice of colors

and also a choice of left or right sidebar. They are widget ready too. As a bonus, Im also including all the

PSD header files, so you can change the text or add new images. You also get full PLR rights to the

themes, so you can use them as you wish or even sell them yourself. To summarize, here is what you are

getting: -12 Christmas Wordpress Themes -Choice of Left or Right Sidebar -Choice of Colors -PSD

Header Files -Widget Ready -PLR Rights For those that are wondering what they can do with these

themes, here's some quick idea's:    Create A Membership Site With Them ( There's At Least a few

months worth of content here!)    Sell them individualy or as smaller sets - Single use wordpress themes

go for crazy amounts!    Give them away to help build your list - change the links in the themes to yours -

FREE backlinks galore!    Offer various license options to your customers - Sell discounted upgrades thru

backend sales!    Use them yourself! - Put them on your own site and upgrade your BORING HTML sales

pages!    Change all the css details, like colours and fonts and create EXTRA themes - It's pretty easy to

do!    Rebrand The themes With YOUR name and url in BEFORE you sell them and get instant backlinks

forever! There are tons more ways you can use these themes. Wordpress is used by most internet

marketers nowadays, and wordpress themes are very much in demand! Private label rights: [YES] Can

be given away [YES] Can be packaged with other products [YES] Can be sold at any price you wish

[YES] Can be offered as a bonus with other products [YES] Can be edited completely and your name put

on it [YES] Can be added to membership sites [YES] Can sell Resale Rights [YES] Can sell Master

Resale Rights [YES] Can sell Private Label Rights

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- FREE PLR product and more

great deals at: bit.ly/plr-products ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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